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Suggested uses

» Party favours, to be filled with candies, nuts, small toys, etc.
» A festive wrap for smallish gifts
» Centerpieces for special occasions
» Place card holders, with a special treat inside

Required tools

» Colour printer
» White card stock 
» Scissors
» Gluestick or other adhesive
» Single hole punch (only required for some patterns)
» Ribbon (only required for some patterns)

Recommended tools

» Bone folder, for scoring (if you don't know what that is or how to use it, view any of the 
numerous free tutorials on YouTube)

» Ruler, for use in conjunction with the bone folder

General instructions

» Your pattern may seem intuitive to put together, but do take a moment to read the 
instruction sheet. It will help you end up with the best finished product.

» Work in a well-lit room.
» When attaching ribbon, secure the package first with paper clips so that your hands will be 

free for tying.

Printing tips

» Patterns have been laid out with a decent page margin, but because printer settings vary, do 
keep an eye on your "print preview" to ensure part of your image will not be cut off. If it 
appears that it will, select your printer's setting to shrink the image to the printable area.

» Remember to enter the template's page number in your print queue so that you don't 
accidently print the instruction pages on your card stock.
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Instructions

1.

2. A B
3. C
4. D d C
5. E C
6. F

Dimensions

H W D

  The Candy Box

 Cut on brown lines. Fold on pink lines, then unfold. Blue 
lines do not need to be folded, but it will not hurt if you 
forget and do.

 Glue tab  inside side .
 Fold up tab .
 Fold up  tabs and tuck tips inside tab .
 Fold up tab  and tuck inside tab .
 Match  tops together and punch holes in scallops, as desired, for fastening with ribbon.
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Instructions

1.
2. A B C 

B
3. D E

4. E
D

Dimensions

H W D

  The Change Purse

 Cut on brown lines. Fold on pink lines, then unfold.
 Glue tabs  inside tabs . When set, glue tabs over top of 
tabs . (Seams will be to the back).
 Punch holes over dots on top panel  and front panel , for 
fastening with ribbon.
 With lid open, thread ribbon through holes on panel  from 
the inside, then thread ribbon ends through holes on front panel . Pull on ribbon ends while closing lid to 
tighten and tie.
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Instructions

1.

2. A B
3. C

D E F

4. G H

5. h

Dimensions

H W D

  The Milk Carton

 Cut on brown lines. Fold on pink lines. Green lines should 
be folded to form valleys (i.e., they will be concave when 
viewed from the top). Unfold.
 Glue tab  inside side . 
 Fold bottom panel  up to begin forming base. Follow with 

, then , and finally glue  to secure the bottom. From 
the inside, use a ruler or other long instrument to apply pressure so the glue will adhere.
 Push in from the sides at the top (as indicated by 's) to begin forming peak. Squeeze 's together to close 
peak.
 Use punch to make holes on both sides of top edge (as indicated by 's) and fasten with ribbon.
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